
 

             

 

 

 

 

 

HOMILY by Father Robbie Low 
 
33rd Sunday in Ordinary Time – Year A 
 
Faithful in small things 
Readings: Proverbs 31: 10-13, 19-20, 30-31, Ps 127, 1 Thessalonians 5: 1-6, 
Matthew 25: 14-30 
 
 
 
I was much amused to see the photos a week or so ago of the beleaguered   

Miliband Minor alongside his deputy, Ms. Harman, wearing a T-shirt bearing 

the legend, ‘This is what a feminist looks like.’ 

 

Various possible responses sprang to mind, the kindest of which was along 

the lines of, ‘I’m afraid we already knew that.’ 

 

However it did lead me to consider the ministry of T-shirts. Perhaps we 

should be brave and order a couple of hundred for the parish that say 

simply, ‘This is what a Catholic looks like.’  This would either confirm 

people’s worst prejudices or alarm them at how dangerously ordinary and 

normal we appeared. 

 

I have a couple of controversial T-shirts in my wardrobe but I am now toying 

with the possibility of a pre-election strike which would say simply on the 

front, ‘Socialism is theft’  On the back it would say ..…..‘Capitalism can be 

theft too.’ 



Both systems are essentially products of post-Enlightenment materialistic 

thinking and have little to do with a Christian understanding of the nature of 

goods and our understanding of stewardship rather than ownership. 

 

One is essentially confiscatory, centralised and subject to a planning regime 

that is contrary to democratic freedoms and private property. The other, as 

we have witnessed recently depends all too often upon a market force 

which can be rigged on a massive scale by largely unaccountable global 

corporations. 

 

Both systems regularly and massively fail to balance the books in a way that 

would be catastrophic for any family and steal from each of us by, what is 

now euphemistically called, ‘quantitative easing’ – printing skip loads of 

money and thus devaluing the savings that they have, as yet, failed to 

sequester via inflation or taxation. 

 

Catholic Social Teaching has never been enamoured of either doctrine and it 

is interesting that Pope Francis has recently brought back into the arena 

both Leo XIII’s encyclical Rerum Novarum and the developments of 

nineteenth century philosophical thought on Distributism with its advocacy 

of private property, the widest spread of control of the means of 

production, the rejection of the corporate state of either philosophy and 

the subjection of economics to the needs of the common good. He rejects 

an economy of ‘exclusion and inequality’ as ‘one that kills’ describing it as ‘a 

new tyranny that unilaterally and relentlessly imposes its own laws and 

rules’, lambasting widespread corruption and tax evasion and concluding 

that, ‘the thirst for power and possession knows no limits.’ 



In short we are in the grip of idolatry – systems that put matter before God 

and then find that there is no room for God at all. 

 

In this week’s Gospel we see Jesus positing God’s investment in us in 

economic language – language that we can understand. 

 

The investment is massive. We are not talking small sums here. Even the 

most deprived servant gets One Talent (where a talent is the equivalent of 

five stone in gold bars.)  The Master trusts us with HIS things. We are 

stewards of the mysteries of God and, from Adam onward, we are 

temporary land agents of the earth always answerable to the ultimate 

authority.  

 

We know the outcome of the story. We also hear the judgement. 

 

The one who refused to use what the Master had given him is condemned. 

He claims that he was afraid of failure. But all human enterprise risks failure. 

The Master makes an extraordinary suggestion. Why, at least, did you not 

put it with the bankers and make some interest. (Extraordinary because 

Jewish, Christian and, later, Islamic law forbade usury – money lending and 

interest. Indeed one of the reasons the Jews became so prevalent in finance 

was because Christians forced them into it so as not to soil their own hands 

with unbiblical practices. Now we see one end of the High Street where 

Wonga charges the poor 4000% and the other end where the pensioner is 

luck to get 2% on his savings.) 

 

The lazy servant could have let someone else use his talent but buried it. 



At the Last Judgement God will not ask us if we were successful but He will 

ask us if we were faithful. We may have much or little, many talents or few. 

What is vital is that we do not shirk from using them in the Lord’s service. 

 

And, if you are one of those people who think they have only one talent 

while the other jammy blighters have five (or more), listen. 

 

It is, to reverse the parable for a moment, not unknown for those with a 

vast array of talents to spend their lives luxuriating in choice and never 

doing anything. 

 

If you’ve only got one talent then it cuts the discussion down. Get on with it 

and use it. Some of the greatest saints were people like that. They had one 

peculiar gift and went for it – to the glory of God. 

 

Today’s Gospel not only challenges our thinking about the political economy 

and how we wish to be governed. It gets us to stand before Jesus, see what 

He has given us and ask how He wants us to use it.  

 

Then do it.  That’s this week’s spiritual exercise.                
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